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Was Karina Johnston ever the Director of Watershed Programs for the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission and, if so, did she work on the Ballona Wetlands Restoration Project in that public capacity? This seemingly straightforward question was the center of a recent public records dispute between the Ballona Wetlands Land Trust and the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission (SMBRC), a state agency whose staff members are mostly hired by and paid by a private non-profit, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Foundation (SMBRF), also known as The Bay Foundation (TBF).



Despite overwhelming evidence that Ms. Johnston performed work on the Ballona Wetlands Restoration Project in her public capacity as an SMBRC staff member (see business card above), SMBRC retroactively claimed that Ms. Johnston had never actually held this position with SMBRC in their attempt to shield her project correspondence from disclosure under the California Public Records Act. However, unable to get its story straight, SMBRC actually provided five different answers to this simple question, before a Los Angeles Superior Court finally settled the matter. Answer #1: Yes Initially, SMBRC admitted that Ms. Johnston was Director of Watershed Programs for SMBRC. From the deposition of Thomas Ford, Executive Director of SMBRC, May 19, 2015 (pg. 55)



Answer #2: No However, Ms. Johnston herself later denied that she had ever held that position. From the deposition of Karina Johnston, Director of Watershed Programs, August 10, 2015 (pg. 15)



Answer #3: I don’t this so Presented with extensive evidence suggesting that she did serve in that position, Ms. Johnston later expressed uncertainty in reacting to the same question later in her deposition (pg. 100).



Answer #4: No, but she identified herself as such In written discovery responses submitted by SMBRC on November 18, 2015 (referencing the business card shown above as Exhibit E), SMBRC denied that Ms. Johnston was the Director of Watershed Programs for SMBRC but admitted that she had identified herself as such to the public. In this legal document, the requests for admission are made by the Land Trust, and the responses are provided by SMBRC in the form of admissions or denials.



Answer #5: She could be, but she didn’t do Ballona work in that capacity. In the sworn declaration of SMBRC’s Administrative Director, Marcelo Villagomez, he denies that work performed by Ms. Johnston on the Ballona Wetlands Restoration Project was performed for or on behalf of the SMBRC:



And in her oral arguments to the Court, SMBRC’s legal counsel, Frances McChesney, argued that Ms. Johnston “could be the Director of the Watershed programs” but that work performed on the restoration project wasn’t performed under that title.



Ultimately, the court relied on the evidence, such as business cards, official work plans, annual reports, meeting minutes, letters that Ms. Johnston had written on state agency letterhead (example below) ...



... and concluded in her proposed statement of decision that Ms. Johnston performed her work on the Ballona Wetlands Restoration Project in her public capacity as Director of Watershed Programs of SMBRC.



and



Why is this important? This is just one of many simple questions to which SMBRC has been unable to provide a consistent, credible answer. Other questions to which SMBRC has provided muddled, self-contradictory answers include whether the SMBRC’s state office space is used exclusively for state business or also for the private business of the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Foundation (SMBRF), whether money received by SMBRF is held in trust for the SMBRC, and other important questions of public interest. Further, Ms. Johnston and other staff listed in the staffing section of SMBRC’s fiscal year 2015 Work Plan* are still performing critical tasks on the Ballona Wetlands Restoration Project (see e-mail thread below), which is now at least 3 ½ years behind schedule. [* Note that the staffing section was deleted from the 2016 Work Plan as the SMBRC was claiming that it had no staff at that time of the Work Plan’s adoption in June 2015.]



10/21/2016 e-mail thread from Karina Johnston. This was received after multiple requests to CA Fish and Wildlife, but it should have been be accessible via the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Commission directly. This is the type of information that the project team is uncomfortable sharing with the public because it sheds light on why the draft EIR was not ready to be published in December 2015, the seventh straight milestone that the project team set for itself and then missed. This is why the project team actually swapped the logo and name of the Commission with the logo and name of the Foundation on the official project web site (new version and archived version – scroll to bottom) From: Karina Johnston [email protected] To: "Brody, Richard@Wildlife" , May Lau , "Brian Pittman ([email protected])" , "Wilson, Erinn@Wildlife" , "Schmoker, Kelly@Wildlife" , Amanda McCarthy [email protected] Cc: "Mayfield, Rick@Wildlife" , "Small, Mary@SCC" , "Janna Scott ([email protected])" [email protected] Date: Wed, 21 Oct 2015 16:47:11 +0000 Subject: RE: Ballona Bio Section Discussion Works for me, thanks Brody. I just wanted to follow up with a thanks to the Dept biologists for catching some of the types of comments that go along with the PMT goals of providing a clear, concise (to the extent possible), public-friendly evaluation of the restoration impacts and benefits. A good example was removing the “Category 1, 2, 3, 4” subheaders from the habitat section because they added more confusion by lumping and oddly classifying the habitats. Another was adding a bit more explanation about what “habitat” meant for the purposes of the doc and how it was tied to vegetation alliances/associations but also hydrology and soil characteristics, yet how some of the impacts analyses are based solely on specific vegetation alliances. It’s in there, but I agree, could be more teased out. However, I just want to caution about making sure that we are all on the same page about not adding additional unnecessary layers and length to the already almost 200-pg chapter (e.g. adding discussions of “ecotones” or “ecoregions”) or extra descriptions of things that don’t add substantive discussions to the actual impacts analyses (e.g. making the description of CA Annual Grassland longer). I also think it will really help the discussion move forward if everyone has read all the way through the impacts section of that chapter before we have this next discussion, because it adds necessary context to the baseline condition information. Believe me when I say that I know this is an incredibly complex site with thousands of species and dozens of intricately connected habitat types, so if anyone not familiar with the site wants to have a bit more background, history, or bio information about the site prior to the call to feed into their evaluations, please let me know. It’s so important to understand the desperate need of this system to be restored and reconnected to its floodplain in order to have the right mental context for the bio chapter. I have small blocks of time available on Monday in between other meetings. Thanks all, Karina Johnston Director of Watershed Programs The Bay Foundation Office: (310) 216-9824 www.santamonicabay.org www.ballonarestoration.org From: Brody, Richard@Wildlife [mailto:[email protected]] Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2015 5:11 PM To: May Lau; Brian Pittman ([email protected]); Wilson, Erinn@Wildlife; Schmoker, Kelly@Wildlife; Karina Johnston; Amanda McCarthy Cc: Mayfield, Rick@Wildlife; Small, Mary@SCC; Janna Scott ([email protected]) Subject: Ballona Bio Section Discussion Greetings All, Just got off the phone with the Dept’s bio team and Karina. We were discussing some issues the Department has with how vegetation is being classified in the Bio section of the EIR/S. We need to work this out as soon as possible to keep things on schedule. A phone call with the consultants was recommended for next week. Best



date and time for required participants is next Tuesday at 9:00am. Please let me know that this works and Janna and I will get out an invite with a conference call number. We’ll likely need at least an hour, I’ll schedule it for 1.5 hours and we’ll see how it goes. The goal is for the consultant to leave the call with enough guidance to make the needed changes. Thanks and let me know asap, Brody R.C. Brody Land Manager - Ballona Wetlands Ecological Reserve P.O. Box 1653 Topanga, CA 90290 (p) 310-455-3243 [email protected] www.wildlife.ca.gov
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